Collection Table Extension

Features:

- Increase the versatility of your existing Shor-Line Surgery Table. The collection attachment allows fluid containment for “wet” procedures.
- Gives you increased procedure flexibility and shortens cleanup time.
- Durable Table Extension stays steady as you lean in to perform procedures. Ergonomically designed to allow you to position yourself where you need to be.
- Stainless Steel slotted grill is designed to be removable and cleanable.
- Large Stainless Steel waste pan reliably contains drained waste. It slides out easily for cleaning and emptying.
- Extension slides in and out quickly and easily. All parts are durable Stainless Steel, making it simple to maintain a sterile surface.
- Added benefit of extending the length of short V-Top Surgery Tables.
- Fits most Shor-Line Surgery Tables with a rail system. (See How to Choose the Correct Wet/Dry Extension handout to assess your table for fit.)

Benefits:

There are times when you need a V-Top or Flat-Top table to become a wet table. The Wet/Dry Table Extension gives you the best of both worlds. The Extension slides on easily, providing a sterile surgery surface with slots draining to a removable tray. It is large enough to support most dog heads and the large drain quickly move liquids away.

V-Top

- Total working surface area: 19 1/5"W x 13 1/5"L
- Waste pan: 12 3/8"W x 10 3/4"L x"D
- 93 wavy drain slots

Flat-Top:

- Total working surface area: 19 1/5"W x 13 1/5"L
- Waste pan: 12"W x 10"L x 2 ½"D
- 93 wavy drain slots